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World Champion Shooter Confirms:
MagPump is the Fastest and Easiest way to load Magazines.
Henrietta, NY – Known as the best all-around shooter in the world, professional shooter Doug
Koenig chooses MagPump as his magazine loader of choice.
“It truly is the fastest and easiest way to load magazines,” comments Koenig. “One person can
load 90 rounds in under 90 seconds with no risk of damaging their ammunition. Gun owners
who are very serious about shooting, either professionally or competitively, will truly
appreciate this ingenious device.” Koenig added, “Other devices may claim to be faster, but
from the time you open the ammo box, to the time your magazines are loaded – no other
product is faster or easier.”
MagPump’s two flagship models — MP-AR15 and MP-AR15 ELITE — allow users to load any milspec AR-15/M16 magazines in just seconds without hand fatigue and discomfort, and with less
effort and strength than it typically takes to fully load magazines. The company will release a
loader for AK47 magazines within the next few months and a newly designed loader compatible
with Glock 9mm magazines before the 4th Quarter of this year.
“Receiving an endorsement from Doug is more than we could ask for,” says MagPump
president, Pete Crawford. “Seeing Doug’s enthusiasm for how the MagPump works, and his
excitement about participating in future product development, made this an easy partnership.”
To learn more about Doug Koenig and his professional accomplishments — including his 10
World Championships and 17 Bianchi Cup victories — visit his website: www.dougkoenig.com.
For more information about the products, to place an online order and watch a demo of the
products in action, visit the MagPump website at www.magpump.com.
MP-AR15 MSRP $199.99
MP-AR15 ELITE MSRP $399.99
For Media inquiries, please contact Garret Armstrong at Armstrong@magpump.com.
About MagPump, LLC.
Products developed for passionate gun owners and operators offering the fastest solution for
easily loading and unloading magazines. Formed in 2016, MagPump, LLC. purchased the assets
and patents from MITUSA Manufacturing with the goal and ambition to continue providing
innovative firearm accessory products and offering exceptional service for the shooting sports
industry.

